REFERENCES FOR DOGS DEMYSTIFIED

Thank you for visiting the reference section for *DOGS DEMYSTIFIED: AN A-TO-Z GUIDE TO ALL THINGS CANINE*. Links come and go. If a link doesn’t work, please copy it or the title into your browser and you should find the reference in which you’re interested. These were accessed mid-May 2023. Thank you.

**Introduction**


Along these lines, in her book Love Is All You Need: Jennifer Arnold, Love Is All You Need (New York: Spiegel & Grau, 2016).

Some people even wonder if we deserve dogs: We Don’t Deserve Dogs, directed by Matthew Salleh (Australia: Urtext Film Productions, 2021), https://www.wedontdeservedogs.com.


An A-to-Z Guide to All Things Canine

A.

abnormal behavior


abuse


**accomplishment, sense of**


**activity patterns**


**ad libitum sampling**

adolescence


adopter un chien


---

**affective dog behavior (ADB)**


---

**African wild dogs (Lycaon pictus)**


aggression

agility training

age, calculating a dog’s

allelomimetic behavior

alloparental behavior

alone time


**alpha dog**


**animal-assisted therapy (AAT)**


**animal-assisted play therapy (AAPT)**


**animal communicators**


**animal studies**


**Anthropocene**


**anthropodenial**


**anthropomorphism**


**anthrozoology**


antithesis, Darwin’s principle of

**anxiety**


**artificial insemination**


**artificial selection**


**attention, dogs recognizing human.**


**attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).**

### B.

#### baby talk with dogs


#### “bad dog day”

Bekoff, Marc. “Can Dogs Tell Us We're Angry When We Don't Know We Are?” *Psychology Today*, November 30, 2017, https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/201711/can-dogs-tell-us-were-angry-when-we-dont-know-we-are.

#### barking


#### baying

beauty, human standards of


bedroom behavior


behavior modification


best friends, dogs as our


Beston, Henry


“Big Black Dog”


**biting**


**body language**


**body size**


**bookkeeping**


**boredom**


**brachycephalic**


**breed**


**breedism**


**breed popularity**


**breed recognition among dogs**


**breed specific legislation (BSL)**


**bullying**


**butts**

C.

calming signals


London, Karen B. “Should We Call These Canine Behaviors Calming Signals?” BARK, June 2017, https://thebark.com/content/should-we-call-these-canine-behaviors-calming-signals.


cannibalism


canine exceptionalism


canine transmissible venereal tumor (CTVT)

captivity effects


carnivore


cause and effect, understanding of


C-BARQ


chaining


character traits


cheating


Chernobyl dogs


chocolate

citizen science


classical conditioning


Clever Hans


clicker training


cloning


cognitive ethology


collars


color blindness


Comfort Dog Project


commodifying dogs


compassion fatigue

**compassionate conservation**


**competition**


**composite signals**


**consciousness**


**consent**


**conservation dogs**


**conservation psychology**


**cooperation**


**coprophagy**


copulatory tie


counterconditioning and desensitization


counting


**Covid-19**


**crating**


**creativity**


**critical period of development**


cross-species relationships


crying


cultural traditions among free-ranging dogs


Curly (Jerome Lester Horwitz)


D.

Dangerous Dog Act


Darwin, Charles Robert

death and dying


debarKing


deceiving


declarative memory


decoding dogs


delayed gratification


dementia


derived activities


designer dogs


developmental stages


diet


dingoes


disabled dogs


disease detection


disgust


displacement behavior


docking


Dog Cognition Lab


dog fighting


dog-friendly cities


“doghouse, in the”

**dog-human relationships**


**“dog is my copilot”**


**dognapping**

Dognition


dog parks


dog racing


“dog’s life, it’s a”


dogs or cats, who is smarter


dog-tolerant versus dog-selective dogs


DOGTV


domesecration


domestic abuse and dogs

Violence free Colorado
https://www.violencefreecolorado.org/what-we-do/special-projects/dvandpets/
The Link Between Violence Toward Nonhuman Animals and Humans
The Link Between Cruelty to Animals and Violence Toward Humans

domestication
The First Domestication: How Wolves and Humans Coevolved
https://www.amazon.com/First-Domestication-Wolves-Humans-Coevolved/dp/0300226160/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1513027077&sr=8-1&keywords=the+first+domestication

Dumping the Dog Domestication Dump Theory Once and For All

How the Dog Became the Dog: From Wolves to Our Best Friends
https://www.amazon.com/How-Dog-Became-Wolves-Friends/dp/1590207009/ref=sr_1_1?crid=33TG310KQ46TY&keywords=derr+dog+became+dog&qid=1643512218&sprefix=derr+dog+became+dog%2Caps%2C119&sr=8-1

Dogs arose from two populations of wolves, study finds

A Large Genome Study Shows Dogs Originated at Least Twice

Domestication Gone Wild: Politics, Humans, Animals & Plants

**domestication syndrome**

Present-day dogs defy the domestication syndrome

The “Domestication Syndrome” in Mammals: A Unified Explanation Based on Neural Crest Cell Behavior and Genetics

**dominance**

Social Dominance Is Not a Myth: Wolves and Dogs
Dominance, Individual Personality, and Leadership in Dogs

Dominance in Dogs: Owners' Reports Are Scientifically Valid

Dominance in Free-Ranging Dogs: Age and Social Tolerance

Dogs Display Dominance: Deniers Offer No Credible Debate

Dominance and Pseudoscience: Making Sense of Nonsense

Are Dogs Utterly Subordinate to Humans?
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/202108/are-dogs-utterly-subordinate-humans

---

dreaming

How Animals Dream

Why do sleeping dogs look like they're running? Experts weigh in

Do Dogs Dream?

When Animals Dream: The Hidden World of Animal Consciousness

The dreams of animals

1 https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=youtubedogs+dreaming&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8
dry marking

E.

ears
How Dogs Hear and Speak With the World Around Them

ear clipping
End ear cropping: Dogs need their ears - and here's why
https://www.rspca.org.uk/-/blog-ear-cropping

ecological relevance
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/202101/what-do-all-these-dog-studies-really-mean

electric fences
Michael W. Fox, When We Harm Animals and Nature, We Harm Ourselves, January 2, 2022
https://www.times-news.com/when-we-harm-animals-and-nature-we-harm-ourselves/article_b7a3d8dc-68bb-11ec-bc7c-23e34839861c.html
The Pros and Cons of Invisible Fences for Dogs
https://vcahospitals.com/know-your-pet/the-pros-and-cons-of-invisible-fences-for-dogs

emotional contagion
Emotional Contagion From the Heart Between Humans and Dogs
Emotional Contagion From Humans to Dogs Is Facilitated by Duration of Ownership
emotional support animal (ESA)
Can Dogs Tell Us We're Angry When We Don't Know We Are?
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/201711/can-dogs-tell-us-were-angry-when-we-dont-know-we-are
Dogs, *Canis familiaris*, communicate with humans to request but not to inform

emotions
""Stripping Animals of Emotions is 'Anti-Scientific & Dumb."
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/201903/stripping-animals-emotions-is-anti-scientific-dumb
Trainers Worry About False Claims That Dogs Lack Emotions
Guilty, Jealousy, Empathy: Your Dog Has the Same Emotions You Do
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/22/books/review/frans-de-waal-laurie-halse-anderson-best-sellers.html
My problems with the Constructed Theory of Emotions

empathy
*Wild Justice: The Moral Lives of Animals*
"When Animals Rescue": Reflections on Kindness and Morality
The Complex Ways Humans Empathize With Other Animals
https://www.discovermagazine.com/mind/the-complex-ways-humans-empathize-with-other-animals
https://www.amazon.com/Smile-Dolphin-Remarkable-Accounts-Emotions/dp/156331925X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1542475377&sr=8-1&keywords=bekoff+smile+of+a+dolphin
Story of Wicket by Thomas (also in Dolphin book):

**empathy gap**
Dogs, Cats, and Humans: Shared Emotions Act As "Social Glue"

**empathy fatigue**
Empathy Burnout and Compassion Fatigue Among Animal Rescuers

**encephalization quotient (EQ)**
Encephalization Quotient
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/neuroscience/encephalization-quotient

**enrichment**
Effects of Environmental Enrichment on Dog Behaviour: Pilot Study
https://www.mdpi.com/2076-2615/12/2/141/htm

**extrasensory perception (ESP)**
Extrasensory perception
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extrasensory_perception
A Dog That Seems To Know When His Owner is Coming Home: Videotaped Experiments and Observations
https://www.sheldrake.org/research/animal-powers/a-dog-that-seems-to-know-when-his-owner-is-coming-home-videotaped-experiments-and-observations
Dogs That Know When Their Owners Are Coming Home

**ethogram**
How Well Do You Know What Dogs Do, Think, and Feel?
Canine Behavior: A Photo Illustrated Handbook
evolution
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/evolution/

On the origin of minds
https://aeon.co/essays/the-study-of-the-mind-needs-a-copernican-shift-in-perspective

exercise

eye blinking
Dogs and Cats: Their Brains, Faces, Blinking Eyes, and Us

eyebrow lift
The Anatomy of Seduction: Raised Brow Puppy Dog Eyes
https://www.pnas.org/content/116/29/14677
https://www.eventscribe.net/2022/EB2022/fsPopup.asp?PresentationID=1027886&query=burrowing&mode=presinfo
https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.1820653116

F.

face-licking

facial expressions
https://www.amazon.com/Behaviour-Wolves-Dogs-Related-Canids-ebook/dp/B08D4QGJDX/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=fox+wolves+dogs+and+related+canids&qid=1643595003&sr=8-1
fairness
When Dogs Play, They Follow the Golden Rules of Fairness
Do Dogs Apologize and Ask for Forgiveness?
“Bark parks”--a study on interdog aggression in a limited-control environment

Family Dog Project
https://familydogproject.elte.hu

feralization
Feralization: The making of wild domestic animals

fertility
Study Finds Declining Fertility in Male Dogs
https://thebark.com/content/study-finds-declining-fertility-male-dogs
Boom in UK dog fertility clinics raises welfare and ethics concerns

fighting
Fighting patterns in young coyotes: Initiation, escalation, and assessment
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/1098-2337%281981%297%3A3%3C225%3A%3AAID-AB2480070306%3E3.0.CO%3B2-I

fireworks
https://www.rspca.org.uk/adviceandwelfare/pets/general/fireworks

Five Freedoms
https://www.animalhumanesociety.org/health/five-freedoms-animals
The Scary Facts of Dairy Violate the Five Freedoms
flehmen response
Why Do Dogs, Cats, Camels, and Llamas Make That Weird Face?

flirting
How Animals Flirt and What We Can Learn from Them

focal animal sampling
https://www.jstor.org/stable/4533591

food, human stress over
Dogs, Eating, and Emotions
Beyond the Bowl: Feed Your Furry Friend’s Belly and Soul

forepaw raising
What Does It Mean When a Dog Lifts a Front Paw?

frame-by-frame film analyses
Social Communication in Canids: Evidence for the Evolution of a Stereotyped Mammalian Display
https://www.wellbeingintlstudiesrepository.org/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1038&context=acwp_ena

free-ranging dogs
Detailed discussions of free-ranging dogs can be found in *A Dog's World: Imagining the Lives of Dogs in a World without Humans*, *Societies of Wolves and Free-ranging Dogs*, and *Free-ranging Dogs and Wildlife Conservation*

Why It's Important (and Fun) to Study Free-Running Dogs

Are Pampered Pet Dogs Better Off Than Village Dogs?

Pampered pets or poor bastards? The welfare of dogs kept as companion animals

Free-ranging dogs prefer petting over food in repeated interactions with unfamiliar humans

Free-ranging dogs show age related plasticity in their ability to follow human pointing
[https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0180643](https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0180643)

Practice makes perfect: familiarity of task determines success in solvable tasks for free-ranging dogs (*Canis lupus familiaris*)

Free-Ranging Dogs Are Capable of Utilizing Complex Pointing Cues

Decline of vultures and rise of dogs carries disease risks
[https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2022/02/220214095744.htm](https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2022/02/220214095744.htm)

Dog Urine Has Acute Impacts on Soil Chemistry in Urban Greenspaces

Dogs peeing and pooping in nature reserves disrupt ecosystems, Belgian study finds

How a billion dogs, including our pets, are laying waste to wildlife

Dogs becoming 'major threat' to wildlife

The Effects of Dogs on Wildlife Communities

**frenetic random activity periods (FRAPs)**

Dogs at Play: Fun-Filled Zoomies Exercising Senses & Bodies
Female Giraffes With Friends Survive Better Than Loners
Friendliness and Cooperation Are Secrets of Humans' Success
"Does My Dog Shara Really Make Friends With Other Animals?"
Manta Ray Fishes Make Friends—and It's Not Very Surprising

Playful fun in dogs
https://www.cell.com/current-biology/comments/S0960-9822(14)01122-1
The Biology of Fun and the Fun of Biology
Dogs Just Wanna Have Fun: Birds, Fish, and Reptiles Too
https://www.eurekalert.org/news-releases/905994

Winner and loser effects and the development of dominance relationships in young coyotes: An integration of data and theory
The social implications of winner and loser effects.
Lee Alan Dugatkin and Matthew Druen
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1810114/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Game_theory

**gender bias**
Do People Tend to Think of Dogs as Boys and Cats as Girls?

**generosity**
Dog’s Discrimination of Human Selfish and Generous Attitudes: The Role of Individual Recognition, Experience, and Experimenters’ Gender
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0116314

**gifting a dog**
Pets As Gifts: Please Don't Surprise Me With a Life Sentence
Giving Puppies as Gifts: What if They're "The Wrong Dog?"

**golden rules of play**
When Dogs Play, They Follow the Golden Rules of Fairness
https://web-archive.southampton.ac.uk/cogprints.org/158/1/199709003.html
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Social-Communication-in-Canids%3A-Evidence-for-the-of-Bekoff/46269430561da4c8f20447299bc928bc02cfb22d?p2df

**goodbye, saying**
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/201809/should-you-say-goodbye-your-dog-you-leave
Science Says You Should Probably Pet Your Dog Before You Leave the House

“good dog” / “bad dog”
Is a "Bad Dog" Really a "Bad Dog?"
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/202205/is-bad-dog-really-bad-dog
grazing
https://shop.animalbiome.com/pages/dogs_eat_grass?gclid=CjwKCAjwrNmWBhA4EiwAHbjEQLMhU7iHnYgZF722TqL_t8ZcveOiST1DS3P-c7pqBg3ljzYCHQmwyxoCwM4QAuD_BwE
https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=why+do+dogs+eat+grass%3F&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8

greeting
Animals Say "Hi" and "Bye" to Communicate What They Want
11 Tips for Greeting a Strange Dog
https://www.gopetfriendly.com/blog/11-tips-for-greeting-a-strange-dog/

Greyfriars Bobby
Greyfriars Bobby and the dogs immortalised in statues

grieving after losing a dog
Why We Need to Take Pet Loss Seriously
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/why-we-need-to-take-pet-loss-seriously/?fbclid=IwAR03y6tf5VtUbnAL_OhS28uQS5FrQUUlkUxjkUKA2hElpethpnrMMAmTqEA
Pet Loss, Animal Spirituality, Earth Ethics, and Celebration
Sacred Sendoffs: An Animal Chaplain’s Advice for Surviving Animal Loss, Making Life Meaningful, and Healing the Planet
https://www.amazon.com/Sacred-Sendoffs-Chaplains-Surviving-Meaningful/dp/1948626594/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=sarah+bowen+sacred&qid=1637535988&qsi=d141-0656019-4400363&sr=8-1&srs=1948626594%2C1462545319%2C0345434862%2CB07546TZNK%2C1736123831%2C1784875198%2C006224042%2C0190663294%2C1948626047%2C1606239872%2C0615755488%2CBO8LMT4NYJ%2CB07895%2CB00HYTIOBW%2CB0728GYKP7&srtp=ABIS_BOOK

grooming by humans
Grooming Dogs: What's Good and Bad From Their Point of View
Grooming: A Conversation with Dr Marc Bekoff and Stephanie Zikmann
The Magic of Holistic Grooming: A No-Nonsense Guide To Pawsitively Grooming Your Dog With Less Stress

https://www.amazon.com/Magic-Holistic-Grooming-No-Nonsense-Pawsitively/dp/152728848X/ref=sr_1_1?crid=5I1XGSLIM5&keywords=Stephanie+zikmann+grooming&qid=1663243597&sprefix=stephanie+zikmann+grooming%2Caps%2C130&sr=8-1

**ground scratching**
Ground Scratching by Dogs: Scent, Sight, and Ecstasy
Ground Scratching by Male Domestic Dogs: A Composite Signal

**growling**
A 2017 study by Hungarian researchers T. Faragó, N. Takács, Á. Miklósi, and P. Pongrácz:
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rsos.170134

**grudges**
Do Dogs Hold Grudges?

**guard dogs**
How the massive dogs bred to protect livestock could save wolves too

**guilt**
Dogs and Guilt: We Simply Don't Know
Dogs, Dominance, and Guilt: We've Got to Get Things Right
We Don't Know if Dogs Feel Guilt So Stop Saying They Don't
Guilt, Jealousy, Empathy: Your Dog Has the Same Emotions You Do

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/22/books/review/frans-de-waal-laurie-halse-anderson-best-sellers.html

https://dogcognition.weebly.com/
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/201403/do-dogs-really-feel-guilt-or-shame-we-really-dont-know
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/pets/news-features/what-does-your-dog-really-think-of-you/
Dog Tags May Be an Unintended Pain in Their Ears

How Common Is the Fear of Loud Noises in Dogs?

heat detection
Dogs' Amazing Cold Noses Detect Heat as Well as Odors
Dogs can sense weak thermal radiation
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-020-60439-y
New sense discovered in dog noses: the ability to detect heat
https://www.science.org/content/article/new-sense-discovered-dog-noses-ability-detect-heat
Crittervision: What a dog's nose knows

hedonic treadmill
The Puzzling Relationship Between Pet-Keeping and Happiness
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/design-your-path/202012/zen-and-the-art-the-hedonic-treadmill

helicopter parenting

hierarchy of dog needs
https://www.simplypsychology.org/maslow.html

homelessness and dogs
My Dog Always Eats First: Homeless People and Their Animals
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/canine-corner/202209/do-dogs-have-homing-instinct-they-can-use-if-they-are-lost
Bobbie the Wonder Dog
https://www.oregonencyclopedia.org/articles/bobbie_the_wonder_dog/#.YcXO1y-B1pE
Magnetic alignment enhances homing efficiency of hunting dogs
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7297537/
How Do Dogs Find Their Way Home? They Might Sense Earth’s Magnetic Field
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/how-did-lassie-find-timmy-all-those-times-it-may-have-been-magnetic-180975414/

**hospice care**
International Association for Animal Hospice and Palliative Care
https://iaahpc.org

**hugging**
Hugging a Dog Is Just Fine When Done With Great Care
Hugging is common and meaningful in the animal kingdom

**human-animal interaction (HAI)**

**human-directed social behavior**
Human-directed social behaviour in dogs shows significant heritability

**human health and fitness, dogs’ impact on**
Evidence that dog ownership protects against the onset of disability in an older community-dwelling Japanese population
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0263791
Dogs trump cats in helping people stay fit as they age
http://rss.tribunecontentagency.com/websvc-bin/rss_story_read.cgi?resid=202203020001TMS____NEWSCIEN_mg25333762_000_3021.17
Are Pets as Good for Us as We Think They Are?
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animals-and-us/202109/are-pets-good-us-we-think-they-are
human gaze, dogs following
Wolves (*Canis lupus*) and dogs (*Canis familiaris*) differ in following human gaze into distant space but respond similar to their packmates' gaze
Do pet dogs (*Canis familiaris*) follow ostensive and non-ostensive human gaze to distant space and to objects?
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rsos.170349
Wolves Can Follow a Human’s Gaze
https://www.science.org/content/article/wolves-can-follow-humans-gaze
Human-directed gazing behaviour in puppies and adult dogs, *Canis lupus familiaris*
Breed differences in dogs’ (*Canis familiaris*) gaze to the human face
https://www.academia.edu/232138/Breed_differences_in_dogs_Canis_familiaris_gaze_to_the_human_face?email_work_card=title
New Study: Wolves and Dogs Bond Similarly When Hand-Raised

human pointing, comprehension of
It’s extremely difficult to summarize the large number of studies that have focused on this topic.
The New Science of Canine Cognition
http://ajcs.org.uk/uncategorized/the-new-science-of-canine-cognition/
Comprehension of human pointing gestures in young human-reared wolves (Canis lupus) and dogs (*Canis familiaris*)
Human-like social skills in dogs?
Puppy Dogs Are More Attracted to Humans Than Are Young Wolves
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/202108/puppy-dogs-are-more-attracted-humans-are-young-wolves
Domestic dogs: Born human whisperers
Early-emerging and highly heritable sensitivity to human communication in dogs
Free-Ranging Dogs Are Capable of Utilizing Complex Pointing Cues

humor, sense of
The Descent of Man and Selection in Relation to Sex, Charles Darwin: Marc doesn’t know the page number for the quote, and didn’t provide. So just fill out the pub info.

Do Dogs Have a Sense of Humor?
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/canine-corner/201512/do-dogs-have-sense-humor
Do animals have a sense of humor? New evidence suggests that all mammals have a funny bone.
https://slate.com/culture/2014/03/do-animals-have-a-sense-of-humor-new-evidence-suggests-that-all-mammals-have-a-funny-bone.html

Some dogs blessed with a sense of humour similar to children's, says expert

I.
Iditarod
https://iditarod.com/about-us/
The 2020 Iditarod Is Over, but PETA’s Fight for Dogs Continues
https://www.peta.org/blog/2020-iditarod-death-race-coverage/
Moose Attacks Iditarod Rookie's Sled Team, Injures 4 Dogs
Iditarod punishes 3 mushers for sheltering dogs in windstorm

imprinting
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/imprinting
https://www.simplypsychology.org/Konrad-Lorenz.html

inbreeding
Most dog breeds highly inbred
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/12/211202162148.htm

inbreeding depression
The effect of inbreeding, body size and morphology on health in dog breeds

inequity aversion
Inequity aversion in dogs: a review
The Influence of the Relationship and Motivation on Inequity Aversion in Dogs
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/The-Influence-of-the-Relationship-and-Motivation-on-Range-Leitner/4e93fde6e98c16119b16b9f4f0907913b75c3ee

information theory
Quantitative tools for comparing animal communication systems: information theory applied to bottlenose dolphin whistle repertoires

inguinal presentation
Dog Word of the Day: Inguinal Presentation
https://dogdiscoveries.com/glossary/inguinal-presentation

inguinal response
https://dogdiscoveries.com/glossary/inguinal-presentation

inhibitory control
Measures of Dogs' Inhibitory Control Abilities Do Not Correlate across Tasks
https://www.academia.edu/33177186/Measures_of_Dogs_Inhibitory_Control_Abilities_Do_Not_Correlate_across_Tasks?email_work_card=thumbnail

inmates and dogs
https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=inmates+and+dogs&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8

innate behavior
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-an-instinct-is-learned/

instantaneous sampling
https://www.jstor.org/stable/4533591

intelligence
Are Big Dogs Really Smarter than Small Dogs?
Grumpy Dogs Outperform the Friendlies on Some Learning Tests

Grumpy Dogs Are Smart Learners—The Association between Dog–Owner Relationship and Dogs’ Performance in a Social Learning Task

Who’s a clever dog? Scientists study secrets of canine cognition
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2022/jan/17/dog-cognition-science

Oxytocin blocks pet dog (Canis familiaris) object choice task performance being predicted by owner-perceived intelligence and owner attachment
https://www.academia.edu/25848035/Oxytocin_blocks_pet_dog_Canis_familiaris_object_choice_task_performance_being_predicted_by_owner_perceived_intelligence_and_owner_attachment

Jealousy in Dogs: Brain Imaging Shows They’re Similar to Us

Jealousy in dogs? Evidence from brain imaging.
https://www.wellbeingintlrepository.org/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1319&context=animal

Jealousy in dogs that kiss and other ways they show affection
https://www.chicagotribune.com/pets/sns-animal-affection-animals-that-kiss-20190711-evigma6yovdibbi4h7or7jrvy-photogallery.html
knowledge translation gap

L.
lactation

Laika
The Sad, Sad Story of Laika, the Space Dog, and Her One-Way Trip Into Orbit

Landau’s index
An improved test of linearity in dominance hierarchies containing unknown or tied relationships
Dominance and Pseudoscience: Making Sense of Nonsense

language recognition
Can Dogs Distinguish Human Language from Other Sounds?

laughing
Do Dogs Laugh
Sound of Dog's 'Laugh' Calms Other Pooches
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/Health/story?id=1370911
Cackling Cows and Snickering Stoats: Animals Enjoy a Good Giggle Now and Then
leadership
Dominance, Individual Personality, and Leadership in Dogs
Group walks reveal who’s top dog
https://www.abc.net.au/science/articles/2014/01/27/3932599.htm

learned helplessness
https://www.verywellmind.com/what-is-learned-helplessness-2795326

learning
Do As I Do: Using Social Learning to Train Dogs
https://www.amazon.com/Do-As-Using-Social-Learning/dp/1617811483/ref=sr_1_2?crid=22FJ368HYA08R&keywords=do+as+i+do+dog+training&qid=1636647280&qsid=141-2096858-8926613&sprefix=do+as+i+do%2Caps%2C211&sr=8-2&sres=1617811483%2C0684855208%2CB07FL5TZVK%2C0757322689%2C052594729%2CB003XYES2Q%2C0486787990%2C145166690X%2C0615510515%2CB07P67D3Q9%2C164315422%2C1075305527%2C0385349343%2CB07CVRFD3%2C0310094070&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
How does dominance rank status affect individual and social learning performance in the dog (Canis familiaris)
https://www.academia.edu/6429627/How_does_dominance_rank_status_affect_individual_and_social_learning_performance_in_the_dog_Canis_familiaris?email_work_card=title

leashes
Lead pulling as a welfare concern in pet dogs: What can veterinary professionals learn from current research?
“robust and valid approach in exploring the real-world scenario of human–dog”:
Behavioural Evaluation of a Leash Tension Meter Which Measures Pull Direction and Force during Human–Dog On-Leash Walks
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7460501/

legal status
What Animals Teach Us About Themselves
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bDHvztfBYkE
https://www.animallawconference.org
Canine Science Shows Dogs Aren't Merely Unfeeling Property
New Tennessee law to protect police dogs will soon go into effect


**LEGS dog training**

https://www.amazon.com/Meet-Your-Dog-Game-Changing-Understanding-ebook/dp/B07BTL8XVH/ref=sr_1_1?crid=JF7YPWZSEW1A&keywords=kim+brophey&qid=1651107077&sprefix=kim+brophey%2Caps%2C148&sr=8-1

**licking wounds**

Why do dogs and other animals lick their wounds?
https://www.livescience.com/why-animals-lick-wounds

**life expectancy**

What is your dog’s lifespan? You might be surprised
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2022/02/220202111843.htm
An open science study of ageing in companion dogs
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-04282-9
Dog Aging Project
https://dogagingproject.org
How Long Do Dogs Live?
https://www.petmd.com/dog/wellness/evr_dg_how_long_do_dogs_live
Converting dog years into human years by weight
https://www.petmd.com/dog/wellness/evr_dg_how_long_do_dogs_live
Eight oldest known dogs:
https://a-z-animals.com/blog/the-top-8-oldest-dogs-ever/
Bobi breaks Guinness World Record for oldest dog ever
Life tables of annual life expectancy and mortality for companion dogs in the United Kingdom
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-10341-6s
Beagle reference: Longest Living Dog Breeds
https://www.cesarsway.com/top-10-dog-breeds-that-live-the-longest/

**life-history strategies**

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/22369333_Life_History_Tactics_A_Review_of_the_Id eas
Life-History Tactics: A Review of the Ideas
For more information on dogs see A Dog’s World: Imagining the Lives of Dogs in a World Without Humans

Animal abuse in the context of adult intimate partner violence: A systematic review
The Link Between Cruelty to Animals and Violence Toward Humans

What Is the Meaning of Lip Licking or Air Licking in Dogs?

Dogs Watch Us Carefully and Read Our Faces Very Well
Can Dogs Tell Us We're Angry When We Don't Know We Are?
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/201711/can-dogs-tell-us-were-angry-when-we-dont-know-we-are

https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/0140512543/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1634&creative=6738&creativeASIN=0140512543&linkCode=as2&tag=interestelitera-21&linkId=65c800f1813d430d4014c0b9e1dff176
https://bookriot.com/best-dog-poems/
litter size

The Age of Parents Predicts the Sex of Puppies in a Litter
Maternal age, paternal age, and litter size interact to affect the offspring sex ratio of German Shepherd dogs. Theriogenology 135, 169-173.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.theriogenology.2019.06.022

long-distance identification

Do Dogs Recognize "Dog" and What They're Feeling From Afar?

lost dog syndrome

Lost Dog Syndrome

love

Dogs Can Feel Rejected and Fall in Love Like Humans

lying, dogs recognizing

Can Dogs Tell When We're Lying to Them?
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/202108/can-dogs-tell-when-were-lying-them
Dogs follow human misleading suggestions more often when the informant has a false belief

M.

management in dog training

Staying Safe: Management for Fearful Dogs

maternal effects
Maternal effect

Maternal effects
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9780128000496000512

The Role of Maternal Effects in Mammalian Evolution and Adaptation

**matrix of social interactions**

Do Your Dog and You Agree About What You Want Them to Do?

How Well Do You Know What Dogs Do, Think, and Feel?

**metacognition**

https://cft.vanderbilt.edu/guides-sub-pages/metacognition/

**metacommunication**

The Development of Social Interaction, Play, and Metacommunication in Mammals: An Ethological Perspective
https://www.wellbeingintlstudiesrepository.org/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1031&context=acwp_ena

**midlife crisis**


**military dogs**


**minding dogs**

https://www.amazon.com/Minding-Animals-Awareness-Emotions-Heart/dp/0195163370/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3EC0FMIPUR7O8&keywords=bekoff+minding+animals&qid=1643738479&sprefix=bekof+minding+animals%2Caps%2C240&sr=8-1

**mirror recognition**

Dogs, Mirrors, and Purple Fuzz: Did Honey Know That's Honey?
Animal Reflections: Do Mirror Images Mirror Self Awareness?
Can we estimate dogs' recognition of objects in mirrors from their behavior and response time?
Do dogs use a mirror to find hidden food?

mislabeling behavior
The Perils of Mislabeling Dog-Appropriate Behavior

mock fighting
When Dogs Play, They Follow the Golden Rules of Fairness
"Bark parks"—a study on interdog aggression in a limited-control environment

modal action patterns (MAPs)
https://publish.iupress.indiana.edu/read/how-animals-communicate/section/6f9a6531-694b-4058-94b0-8b0819851348
Play Signals as Punctuation: The Structure of Social Play in Canids
http://cogprints.org/158/1/199709003.html
Social Communication in Canids: Evidence for the Evolution of a Stereotyped Mammalian Display
https://www.wellbeingintlrepository.org/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1038&context=acwp_ena

morality in dogs

Morgan’s Canon
Commentary: Interpretations without justification: a general argument against Morgan's Canon
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4812110/
mourn
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-05669-y
The Last Lions of Africa (2021) Anthony Ham, p. 108: https://www.amazon.com/The-Last-Lions-of-Africa/dp/1760875759/ref=sr_1_1?crid=11OL3TO95JUHK&dchild=1&keywords=the+last+lions+of+africa&qid=1633793452&sref=bl&ots=IMJZY-1gh&sig=ACfU3U0H-hIU6oSoyQTmQJSjnC-9BGrkGA&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi0wbDjofb2AhXCGTQIHa 6C8wQ6AF6BAgCEAM#v=onepage&q=bekoff%20%22missing%20mom%22%20coyotes&f=false
ASPCA Companion Animal Mourning Project
https://www.poll-vaulter.com/tag/companion-animal-mourning-project/
Pet Loss, Animal Spirituality, Earth Ethics, and Celebration
Sacred Sendoffs: An Animal Chaplain’s Advice for Surviving Animal Loss, Making Life Meaningful, and Healing the Planet
https://www.amazon.com/Sacred-Sendoffs-Chaplains-Surviving-Meaningful/dp/1948626594/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=sarah+bowen+sacred&qid=1637535988&sr=8-1&sprefix=sarah+bowe%2Caps%2C1948626594%2CB08LMT4NYJ%2CB07P9WY595%2CB00HYTIOBW%2CB0728GYKP7&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
A Journey Through Pet Loss and Grief
https://www.animaltalksinc.com/store

movement notation
THE ESHKOL-WACHMAN MOVEMENT NOTATION

movies, dogs in
The Dog Movie Star Effect: Is It Real?
Dog Movie Stars and Dog Breed Popularity: A Case Study in Media Influence on Choice
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0106565
https://cdn2.psychologytoday.com/assets/attachments/44240/westminster.pdf

“musical dogs”
Musical Dogs: Moving Dogs From Home to Home can be Perilous

musical preferences
How Our Brains Instantly Recognize Music

myths about dogs
The Downside of Myths About Dogs
"Why Do People Make Up Myths and Other Stuff About Dogs?"
Dogs Live in the Present and Other Harmful Myths
Let's Give Dogs a Break by Distinguishing Myths From Facts
Social Dominance Is Not a Myth

N.

calling dogs
Zazie Todd and Kristi Benson provide good guidance in a YouTube video entitled “Pets’ Names: How to Choose Them, How We Use Them, and How to Change Them”:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CKylzZcD_Kk

narcolepsy
https://www.ninds.nih.gov/Disorders/Patient-Caregiver-Education/Fact-Sheets/Narcolepsy-Fact-Sheet
https://vcahospitals.com/know-your-pet/narcolepsy-in-dogs

natal dispersal
Mammalian Dispersal and the Ontogeny of Individual Behavioral Phenotypes
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/283201?journalCode=an
https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=social+cohesion+hypothesis+dispersal+bekoff&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8

natural death
Do Animals Really Leave Their Group to Go Off to Die?
Hype and Myths About What's a "Natural Death" For Dogs

natural selection
Natural selection
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/natural-selection/
How Will Dogs Reshape Nature Without Humans to Control Them?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Directional_selection,

neoteny
neuroimaging
Overview of Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3073717/
What It's Like to Be a Dog
Jealousy in Dogs: Brain Imaging Shows They're Similar to Us
What It's Like to Be a Dog: And Other Adventures in Animal Neuroscience
https://www.amazon.com/What-Its-Like-Dog-
Neuroscience/dp/1541672992/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1523032565&sr=8-1
neutering
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.2752/089279305785594135
normalizing dog behavior
The Perils of Mislabeling Dog-Appropriate Behavior
noses
https://www.amazon.com/Secrets-Snout-Dogs-Incredible-Nose/dp/022653636X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1523032565&sr=8-1&keywords=rosell+snout
Dogs Really Do Know When We're Stressed
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/202209/dogs-really-do-know-when-were-stressed
Dogs' Amazing Cold Noses Detect Heat as Well as Odors
Dogs can sense weak thermal radiation
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-020-60439-y
New sense discovered in dog noses: the ability to detect heat
https://www.science.org/content/article/new-sense-discovered-dog-noses-ability-detect-heat
Crittervision: What a dog's nose knows
Add: Marc’s PT essay, “Dogs Should Be ‘Unleashed’ to Sniff to Their Noses’ Content”

numerosity
Free-Ranging Dogs Assess Relative Group Size by Subitizing
Free-Ranging Dogs Assess the Quantity of Opponents in Intergroup Conflicts.

O.
obesity
Obesity in Dogs: A Major Health Threat Hiding in Plain Sight
Pet obesity is an epidemic
https://www.aaha.org/publications/newstat/articles/2020-02/pet-obesity-is-an-epidemic/
36 Percent of Dogs Gained Weight During the COVID-19 Pandemic, Survey Finds
Post-Pandemic Dogs Profited from Homed Humans but Got Fatter
https://www.aaha.org/publications/newstat/articles/2020-02/pet-obesity-is-an-epidemic/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6030291/
Post-Pandemic Dogs Profited from Homed Humans but Got Fatter
Obesity in Dogs: A Major Health Threat Hiding in Plain Sight
Pet obesity is an epidemic
https://www.aaha.org/publications/newstat/articles/2020-02/pet-obesity-is-an-epidemic/
36 Percent of Dogs Gained Weight During the COVID-19 Pandemic, Survey Finds
The behaviour of overweight dogs shows similarity with personality traits of overweight humans. [1]

**object permanence**


Dogs and Object Permanence [3]

**Occam’s razor**

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/Occam%27s%20razor

**odor preferences**

Canine Smell Preferences—Do Dogs Have Their Favorite Scents? [4]

**olfactory recognition**


**One Health Initiative**

Why People Should Care About Animal and Human Suffering [6]

COVID-19, One Health, and a Right to Health for Animals [7]

One Health Stresses Working Together to Heal a Broken Planet [8]

Veterinarians Can Help Promote Animal and Human Well-being [9]
One Welfare: Ways to Improve Animal and Human Well-Being

**one-zero sampling**
Observational Study of Behavior: Sampling Methods.

**operant conditioning**
https://www.simplypsychology.org/operant-conditioning.html

**oxytocin**
Aggression in Dogs: The Roles of Oxytocin and Vasopressin’
Dogs, Humans, and the Oxytocin-Mediated Strong Social Bond
Why Are Some Dogs More Aggressive?
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/animals/article/why-are-some-dogs-aggressive-hormones
Chemistry Between People and Pets Is Real (It’s Science)

**P.**

**pack formation**
Dominant Alpha Humans Don't Garner Dogs' Respect and Trust

**pandemic puppies**
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2022/01/07/covid-dogs-return-to-work/
https://www.mirror.co.uk/features/topic-desking/lifestyle/dog-owners-struggle-training-puppies-25800756
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2021/dec/01/rescue-me-why-britains-beautiful-lockdown-pets-are-being-abandoned
Dog Owners Discover the True Cost of Their Pandemic Adoptions
Pandemic Puppy Pandemonium Requires Lots of Time and Love

painting
12 Shockingly Expensive Paintings That Were Actually Created By Dogs
https://www.womansworld.com/gallery/animals/dogs-who-can-paint-111444

TALENTED PAINTING DOG (Animal With Insane Talents!)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=javctR57lAw

pasta
Have Dogs Specifically Evolved to Eat Bread and Pasta?

Pavlov, Ivan
Ivan Pavlov
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1904/pavlov/biographical/

paw-licking
Why Do Dogs Lick and Chew Their Paws?
https://www.petmd.com/dog/slideshows/10-common-paw-problems-dogs#slide-1

peeing
Dog Urine Has Acute Impacts on Soil Chemistry in Urban Greenspaces
Dogs peeing and pooping in nature reserves disrupt ecosystems, Belgian study finds

peeing and the size of a dog
Urine marking in male domestic dogs: honest or dishonest?
When Small Dogs Pee, Are They Saying It's Really Not Me?

pee-mail
Let Dogs Be Free to Poop and Pee

personality
https://socialdogs.elte.hu/en/result/
Is Your Dog an "Upper" or a "Downer" and What It Means
Personalized dominance – a questionnaire-based analysis of the associations among personality traits and social rank of companion dogs
My Dog Is Quite a Character
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/head-strong/202108/my-dog-is-quite-character
Does a Human's Personality Rub Off on Their Dog?

What Dogs Can Teach You About Your Own Personality
A Dog’s Got Personality: A Cross-Species Comparative Approach to Personality Judgments in Dogs and Humans
Dog Breeds Don’t Have Distinct Personalities, Dogs Do
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/201901/dog-breeds-dont-have-distinct-personalities
a very interesting and important study show clearly (for quote at the end):
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0107794

personhood
Making a Case for Dogs’ Personhood
https://thebark.com/content/making-case-dogs-personhood
Minding Animals as Persons: Beatrice, My Mother, and Jethro, My Dog
Nonhuman Rights Project
https://www.nonhumanrights.org
Theory of mind in dogs?: examining method and concept

Visual perspective taking in dogs (*Canis familiaris*) in the presence of barriers

**pet**
[https://www.britannica.com/animal/pet](https://www.britannica.com/animal/pet)

**pet holocaust**
The Forgotten History of the British Pet Holocaust

**petting**
Free-ranging dogs prefer petting over food in repeated interactions with unfamiliar humans

**PETS Act**
PETS Act (FAQ)
[https://www.avma.org/pets-act-faq](https://www.avma.org/pets-act-faq)
H.R.3858 - Pets Evacuation and Transportation Standards Act of 2006

All Animals Must Be Safe and Sound During Disasters

**“pet effect paradox”**
Are Pets as Good for Us as We Think They Are?

Demographic and contextual factors as moderators of the relationship between pet ownership and health

**pica**
What Causes Pica in Dogs?

**pissing matches**
Pissing Matches in Dogs: Territorial, Lots of Fun, or Both?

Analyze This: Some dogs quickly learn new words
https://www.scienecnwstudents.org/article/analyze-this-some-dogs-quickly-learn-new-words
The Importance of Play: Having Fun Must Be Taken Seriously
When Dogs Play, They Follow the Golden Rules of Fairness
Dogs at Play: Fun-Filled Zoomies Exercising Senses & Bodies
Canine Play Behavior: The Science of Dogs at Play
https://www.amazon.com/Canine-Play-Behavior-Science-Dogs/dp/161781153X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1413413448&sr=8-1&keywords=canine+play+behavior
The Comparative Reach of Play and Brain Perspective, Evidence, and Implications
Playful fun in dogs
https://www.cell.com/current-biology/comments/S0960-9822(14)01122-1
The Biology of Fun and the Fun of Biology
Dogs Just Wanna Have Fun: Birds, Fish, and Reptiles Too
Rapid mimicry and emotional contagion in domestic dogs
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rsos.150505
The neurobiology of social play and its rewarding value in rats
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5074863/
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rsos.150505

**play bows**
Investigating the function of play bows in adult pet dogs (*Canis lupus familiaris*)
Play Signals as Punctuation: The Structure of Social Play in Canids
http://cogprints.org/158/1/199709003.html
When Dogs Play, They Follow the Golden Rules of Fairness

**play panting**
Cackling Cows and Snickering Stoats: Animals Enjoy a Good Giggle Now and Then

**play scents**
Eliciting Play: A Comparative Study
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3881995?refreqid=excelsior%3A72e091ffe69215c6084c21a1d9ec1a
be
The development of social behaviour in the vole (*Microtus agrestis*)

**pooping along Earth’s magnetic field**
Dogs Line Up With the Earth's Magnetic Field to Poop and Pee
Dogs might poop in line with the Earth's magnetic field
https://theweek.com/articles/453642/dogs-might-poop-line-earths-magnetic-field
Dogs may sense Earth's magnetic field and use it like a compass
https://www.livescience.com/dogs-sense-earth-magnetic-field.html

**population of dogs worldwide**
Darcy Morey, for example, believes that about 15 percent of the world’s dogs are homed (*Dogs: Domestication and the Development of a Social Bond*),
Quote by Rowan: Andrew Rowan, email communication to Marc Bekoff, December 18, 2019.

**positive training**

"Bad Dog?" The Psychology of Using Positive Reinforcement

Science Shows Positive Reward-Based Dog Training Is Best


**posthuman dogs**


**post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)**

Dogs Suffer From PTSD Long After Japan Earthquake

PTSD in War Dogs Finally Getting the Attention It Deserves

[https://www.thehealthyjournal.com/faq/can-abused-dogs-have-flashbacks](https://www.thehealthyjournal.com/faq/can-abused-dogs-have-flashbacks)

**precautionary principle**

Do Emotions "Get in the Way" of Progress in Conservation?

This is the quote about four components: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/11673114/
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/84099/1/Birch_%20Animal%20sentience%20and%20the.pdf
psychopathology
A domestic cat (*Felis silvestris catus*) model of triarchic psychopathy factors: Development and initial validation of the CAT-Tri+ questionnaire

puppy breath
Puppy Breath: Why You Love It and How to Prolong the Sweetness

puppy dog eyes
The evolution of puppy dog eyes
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/06/190617175625.htm
The Anatomy of Seduction: Raised Brow Puppy Dog Eyes

puppy mills
The Puppy Mill Project
https://www.thepuppymillproject.org/about-puppy-mills/
Puppy Mills, Pandemics, Disaster Preparedness, and Decency
"I Sure Wouldn't Put My Dog in a Puppy Mill, Would You?"
The Doggie in the Window: Izzie, Pet Stores, and Puppy Mills
The Dog Merchants: Inside the Big Business of Breeders, Pet Stores, and Rescuers, Kim Kavin
https://www.amazon.com/Dog-Merchants-Business-Breeders-Rescuers/dp/1681774046/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2SJN28KMCXAH1&keywords=dog+merchants&qid=1642003631&s=books&sprefix=dog+merchant%2Cstripbooks%2C144&sr=1-1
**Q.**

**quality of life**

https://vcahospitals.com/know-your-pet/quality-of-life-at-the-end-of-life-for-your-dog

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/all-dogs-go-heaven

---

**R.**

**radio tracking**

A critique of wildlife radio-tracking and its use in National Parks: a report to the National Park Service

https://pubs.er.usgs.gov/publication/93895

---

**rage syndrome**


---

**raised-leg urination (RLU)**

Pissing Matches in Dogs: Territorial, Lots of Fun, or Both?


Urine marking in Dogs: Piss, Postulation, and Preparation


Scent-making by free-ranging domestic dogs. Olfactory and visual components

https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/SCENT-MARKING-BY-FREE-RANGING-DOMESTIC-DOGS%3A-AND-Bekoff/1da5923a3fc18476971e2591fadd635f78f09dbf9

---

**rapid eye movement (REM) sleep**

Why Do Dogs Twitch in Their Sleep?


---

**reciprocity**

Reciprocal Altruism

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/reciprocal-altruism

---

**recognition of siblings**

Ability of dog owners to identify their dogs by smell.

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-021-02238-7

The Ability of Humans to Recognize Their Dogs by Scent Alone
redirected behavior
Redirected behavior
http://www.animalbehavioronline.com/redirectedbehavior.html

regret
Rats Regret What They Didn't Do: Behavioral Neuroscience

reproductive suppression
Canid Reproductive Biology: Norm and Unique Aspects in Strategies and Mechanisms
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8001368/

research techniques
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/202101/what-do-all-these-dog-studies-really-mean
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/202101/what-do-all-these-dog-studies-really-mean
https://www.washingtonpost.com/science/2021/08/12/dog-cognition-research/
Why It's Important (and Fun) to Study Free-Running Dogs
Free-ranging dogs prefer petting over food in repeated interactions with unfamiliar humans
Free-ranging dogs show age related plasticity in their ability to follow human pointing
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0180643
Practice makes perfect: familiarity of task determines success in solvable tasks for free-ranging dogs (Canis lupus familiaris)
Free-Ranging Dogs Are Capable of Utilizing Complex Pointing Cues

resemblance between dogs and their humans
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.2752/175303713X13795775536093
Do Dogs Resemble Their Owners?
Self seeks like: many humans choose their dog pets following rules used for assortative mating

25 Hilarious Dogs Who Look So Much Like Their Owners It's Scary

Do You Look Like Your Dog? Dogs and their Humans

Residency effects in animal contests.

Resource Guarding in Dogs: What to Do (and What NOT to Do)

Do Animals Have Rhythm

Zazie Todd. Can Dogs hear Rhythm?

Are Dogs Thrill-Seeking Adrenaline Junkies?

Canine Confidential: Why Dogs Do What They

rolling in stinky stuff
roommates, meeting new
Should You Say Goodbye to Your Dog Before You Leave?
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/201809/should-you-say-goodbye-your-dog-you-leave’

rooting reflex
https://www.healthline.com/health/parenting/rooting-reflex

S.
safety, sense of

salivating
Why Does My Dog Drool So Much?

satisficing
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/satisficer
https://www.bbc.com/worklife/article/20210329-do-maximisers-or-satisficers-make-better-decisions

sayings
Robert Palmatier, Speaking of Animals: A Dictionary of Animal Metaphors

scan sampling
Observational Study of Behavior: Sampling Methods

scent marking
Scent-Marking Behaviour in a Pack of Free-Ranging Domestic Dog
Scent Marking
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/scent-marking
Dogs pee and pooping in nature reserves disrupt ecosystems, Belgian study finds
I wish I could pee on everything in the world
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/70931762850939129/

**scientific research, dogs used in**
10 Shocking Facts About the Lives of Dogs Used In the Testing Industry
https://www.animals24-7.org/2022/07/03/4500-beagles-freed-from-laboratory-use-by-judges-order/

**scolding**
Is a "Bad Dog" Really a "Bad Dog"?
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/202205/is-bad-dog-really-bad-dog

**self-handicapping**
https://dogdiscoveries.com/glossary/self-handicapping

**self-recognition**
Consciousness and Self in Animals: Some Reflections
Reflections on animal selves
https://www.wellbeinginintlstudiesrepository.org/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1159&context=acwp_asie

**senior dogs**
A Salute to Senior Dogs: Elders Can Teach Us New Tricks, Too
Special Needs and Senior Dogs Rock: They, Too, Need Love
Older Dogs: Giving Elder Canines Lots of Love and Good Lives
sentience

Slovakia source:

Octopuses:

Big game hunting

Lisbon treaty:

Animal Emotions, Animal Sentience, and Why They Matter.

Sentience is Everywhere: Indeed, It's an Inconvenient Truth

It’s Time To Stop Wondering if Animals Are Sentient—They Are
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/202205/it-s-time-stop-wondering-if-animals-are-sentient-they-are

Spain Joins Other Nations in Declaring Animals Are Sentient.

A Universal Declaration on Animal Sentience: No Pretending.

Time to stop pretending we don’t know other animals are sentient beings.
https://www.wellbeingintlstudiesrepository.org/animsent/vol6/iss31/2/

The sentience shift in animal research


separation anxiety
Separation Anxiety

Alone Time for Dogs: How Much Is Too Much?

service dogs
Do PTSD Service Dogs for War Veterans Suffer From Stress?
Are Therapy Dogs Always Stressed?
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/201906/are-therapy-dogs-always-stressed

Frequently Asked Questions about Service Animals and the ADA

Demand for service dogs unleashes a 'Wild West' market

Dogs receive 'animals' OBE' for public service

How Hard Is It to Create a Counterfeit Service Dog?
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/canine-corner/202204/how-hard-is-it-create-counterfeit-service-dog

sexual selection
https://www.nature.com/scitable/knowledge/library/sexual-selection-13255240/

shelter dogs
Dogs experience more stress for days (even weeks) after being sent to a shelter
https://www.studyfinds.org/dogs-stress-sent-to-a-shelter/

shock collars
Should Dogs Be Shocked, Choked, or Pronged?
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/201904/should-dogs-be-shocked-choked-or-pronged

Why You Should Never Train a Dog to Come When Called Using a Shock Collar

The Use of Shock Collars on Dogs
sight
Study finds new links between dogs’ smell and vision

How Dogs See the World: Some Facts About the Canine Cosmos

Dog vision: How do dogs see the world?
https://www.livescience.com/34029-dog-color-vision.html

Dogs: An Exciting Journey Through Their Sensory Worlds

Dog vision: How do dogs see the world?
https://www.livescience.com/34029-dog-color-vision.html

size

sleep
How Much Sleep Do Dogs Need?

Can a Poor Relationship with Its Owner Ruin a Dog's Sleep?

Attachment towards the Owner Is Associated with Spontaneous Sleep EEG Parameters in Family Dogs
https://www.mdpi.com/2076-2615/12/7/895

smell

https://www.amazon.com/Secrets-Snout-Dogs-Incredible-Nose/dp/022653636X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1523032565&sr=8-1&keywords=rosell+snout


Crittervision: What a dog's nose knows
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg21128262-000-crittervision-what-a-dogs-nose-knows/#ixzz79IgP3NyH

"What Do All These Dog Studies Really Mean?"
Canine Constables: The Remarkable Bloodhound
Allowing Dogs to Sniff Helps Them Think Positively
Let me sniff! Nosework induces positive judgment bias in pet dogs
Are Dogs Really Smiling at Us?

smiling

Snellen fraction

social catalysts, dogs as

The Lube Effect: Dogs Foster Cooperation and Trust in Humans
A Companion Dog Increases Prosocial Behavior in Work Groups
Are You Viewed As More Attractive When Walking Your Dog?
When Dogs Play, People Relax, and Social Barriers Break Down

social cognition

The Domestication of Social Cognition in Dogs
Dogs Snub Mean People and Apes Like Positive Spin
Comparative Social Cognition: From wolf and dog to humans
Do Animals Have Spiritual Experiences? Yes, They Do. 

We're Not the Only Animals Who Feel Grief and Spirituality

Morocco has 3 million strays and many people trying to help them.

Owners offload dogs bought in lockdown by pretending they are strays

Why Istanbul's Stray Dogs Have Become International Icons

Many Russians won’t get vaccinated against COVID-19. A dog catcher explains why

As a dog catcher, Sergey works within the limits of a law whose logic he himself knows to be terrible. Adopted in 2018, this Federal Law N498 is the focal point of my study, the reason that I came to Ryazan. It decrees stray dogs and cats “ownerless” animals and forbids euthanizing them. It mandates instead that such animals be caught, castrated, and released back to the streets, or else kept kenneled at the expense of regional budgets until they die of natural causes.

“Streeties”
Changing Behavior of India's Street Dogs During Lockdown

Humane Management of Global Dogs

subitizing
Free-Ranging Dogs Assess Relative Group Size by Subitizing

sundowner's syndrome
Dog Dementia: What It Looks Like and What Can Done About It

surfing dogs
Ricochet: Riding a Wave of Hope with the Dog Who Inspires Millions

T.
tags
Dog Tags May Be an Unintended Pain in Their Ears

tails
The Dog's Tail Tale: Do They Know What Others are Feeling?

tail flagging

“talking” dogs
Can these dogs really talk, or are they just pushing our buttons?

taste
"Oh Goodness, Why'd My Dog Erin Just Eat Something So Foul?"

taxonomy

tear stains
WHAT IS TEAR STAINING IN DOGS? HOW DO I TREAT IT?

teeth
Dog Dental Care: How Many Teeth Do Dogs Have?
https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/health/how-many-teeth-do-dogs-have/
Dr. Ernie's Top 10 Dog Dental Questions... and His Answers!

television, dogs watching.
Do dogs like TV? Americans are finding out as we try to ease their (and our) separation anxiety.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/2021/12/10/dogtv-pet-programming-channel-levi/

Ten Freedoms for dogs
Dogs, Captivity, and Freedom: Unleash Them Whenever You Can

**theory of mind**

Are Dogs Capable of Deceiving Us?
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/canine-corner/202111/are-dogs-capable-deceiving-us

Theory of Mind and Play: Ape Exceptionalism Is Too Narrow

**time, sense of**


Can dogs smell time? Just ask Donut the dog
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2022/12/22/1139781319/can-dogs-smell-time-just-ask-donut-the-dog

**Tinbergen’s four areas of ethological research**

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/201512/ethology-hasnt-been-blown-animals-need-all-help-possible
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/232419307_Amending_Tinbergen_A_fifth_aim_for_ethology
Marc Bekoff and Dale Jameson: https://as.nyu.edu/environment.html. Note the link in text redirects to this, so I need to find another URL for “On Aims and Methods of Cognitive Ethology,”

**tongues**


**tool behavior**

Jimmy Dunn:
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10159913904317425&id=692162424
Valerie Balkwill (email November 30, 2021)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=_fNoB6gRQIo
Renee Sutherland
https://www.tiktok.com/@sutherlandkt/video/7153724102610636078?r=1& t=8WS8Ha03tuQ &is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7153724102610636078
Beagle nuggets
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ym0rxsOpw
Can Dogs Make and Use Tools?
Tool Use By a Dog: A Crafty Beagle Uses a Chair to Get Food
Tool Use by a Dingo and a Dog

touch
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/201903/being-touched-is-fine-some-dogs-not-others

trainability factor
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.2752/089279305785594135

training
Attach this source to a training entry, how dogs solve problems differently:
This is text I added to this entry from the intro.
Choose a Dog Trainer as Carefully as You Would a Surgeon
Dog Training's Dirty Little Secret: Anyone Can Legally Do It
Is a "Bad Dog" Really a "Bad Dog?"
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animal-emotions/202205/is-bad-dog-really-bad-dog
Dog training for kids:
The Dog Who Couldn't Be Petted
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1935716484/ref=cm_sw_r_apan_glt_fabc_4RFH4TWZVDP2J192E5VG

trigger stacking
The Perils of Mislabeling Dog-Appropriate Behavior
tug-of-war
What's Happening When Dogs Play Tug-of-War? Dog Park Chatter

turn-taking
When Dogs Talk About Play They Take Turns Sharing Intentions

U.
ultraviolet light
Can Dogs See in Ultraviolet?

umwelt

unconditional love
Do Pets Really Unconditionally Love and Unwind Us?
Dog-Human Relationships and the Five Love Languages

V.
vacuum behavior
https://dictionary.apa.org/vacuum-activity

vasopressin
Aggression in Dogs: The Roles of Oxytocin and Vasopressin

vegan diets
Can Dogs Be Happy and Healthy Vegans?

Vegan versus meat-based dog food: Guardian-reported indicators of health
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0265662

Vegan diets are healthier and safer for dogs, study suggests
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2022/apr/13/vegan-diets-are-healthier-and-safer-for-dogs-study-suggests

Vegan versus meat-based pet foods: Owner-reported palatability behaviours and implications for canine and feline welfare
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0253292

Can Dogs and Cats be Happy and Healthy Vegans?

veterinary behaviorist

https://www.dacvb.org

veterinary ethics

Veterinary Ethics: Dogs Must Get the Very Best Care Possible

Veterinarians Must Know What Dogs Are Thinking and Feeling

Veterinary Ethics: Life & Death Decisions in the Real World

veterinary medicine

https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2022/07/not-enough-veterinarians-animals/661497/

W.

walking the dog
It's Time to Imagine a Walk on Your Dog's Terms

Yanking a Dog's Leash: A Welfare Concern for Dogs and Humans

This is the numbered list at the end:

1. How to walk a human: A dog’s guide
2. How to walk a human being
   https://theoatmeal.com/comics/how_walk_human
   https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7602729/
4. Paw-trolling the streets! Neighborhood with more dogs have lower levels of homicide, robbery and aggravated assault because the canines act as extra eyes that deter criminals, study finds
   https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-10984585/Neighborhood-dogs-lower-levels-crime-study-finds.html
5. The Presence of Pet Dogs Makes an Entire Neighborhood Safer
7. There are some valuable lessons in these guidelines for walking a human:

weaning

Weaning Puppies: What to Do

Weaning in an arctic wolf pack: Behavioral mechanisms

welfare, animal

Animal welfare: What is it?
https://www.avma.org/resources/animal-health-welfare/animal-welfare-what-it

whale eye

**whiskers**

Why Do Dogs Have Whiskers?
https://www.petmd.com/dog/general-health/why-do-dogs-have-whiskers

**wildlife, impact of dogs on.**

Dogs' becoming major threat' to wildlife
The Effects of Dogs on Wildlife Communities
How a billion dogs, including our pets, are laying waste to wildlife
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg25433840-800-how-a-billion-dogs-including-our-pets-are-laying-waste-to-wildlife/#ixzz7S2Res8Z7

**Willie the Wiener**

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqhhadyMntk
Is this the Fastest Known Dog on a bike? Sir Willie the Wiener is after your Strava KOMs

**winner-loser effects**

The social implications of winner and loser effects.
https://www.nebi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1810114/
Winner and loser effects and the development of dominance relationships in young coyotes: An integration of data and theory

**worrying**


**X.**

**Xenophobia**

Can Dogs Be Racist?
Y. yawning
https://www.academia.edu/17821095/Do_dogs_Canis_familiaris_show_contagious_yawning?email=work_card=title
https://www.rover.com/blog/dog-yawning-decoded/

yellow snow
Hidden tales of yellow snow: What a dog's nose knows - Making sense of scents

Z. Zen dogs
Do Animals Worry and Lose Sleep When They're Troubled?

zoomies

zoomorphism
Zoomorphism
https://literarydevices.net/zoomorphism/

zoonoses
Zoonoses
https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/zoonoses

zoothanasia
https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=bekoff+zoothanasia+psychology+today&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8